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Abstract
We revisit the possibility of de Sitter vacua and slow-roll inflation in type II
string theory at the level of the classical two-derivative supergravity approximation.
Previous attempts at explicit constructions were plagued by ubiquitous tachyons
with a large η parameter whose origin has not been fully understood so far. In
this paper, we determine and explain the tachyons in two setups that are known to
admit unstable dS critical points: an SU(3) structure compactification of massive
type IIA with O6-planes and an SU(2) structure compactification of type IIB with
O5/O7-planes. We explicitly show that the tachyons are always close to, but never
fully aligned with the sgoldstino direction in the considered examples and argue
that this behavior is explained by a generalized version of a no-go theorem by Covi
et al, which holds in the presence of large mixing in the mass matrix between the
sgoldstino and the orthogonal moduli. This observation may also provide a useful
stability criterion for general dS vacua in supergravity and string theory.
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1 Introduction
The construction of de Sitter (dS) vacua in string theory has received a lot of attention in
recent years, motivated mainly by cosmology but also by more conceptual questions such
as holography. Although a number of interesting scenarios and models have been proposed
for how such vacua can in principle arise in string theory (some even with semi-realistic
particle physics [1]), it is difficult to construct fully explicit microscopic solutions that
realize these models at the level of the 10D or 11D equations of motion. One reason for this
is that all candidate constructions have to be rather elaborate in order to evade certain
no-go theorems that forbid dS vacua in the simplest supergravity compactifications [2–
4]. An additional complication is the requirement of moduli stabilization, which, in the
absence of supersymmetry, is expected to be achieved only by a small fraction of the
critical points in moduli space. Most string theory constructions overcome these hurdles
at the cost of including (among other ingredients) non-perturbative quantum corrections
to the 4D scalar potential, which are not well understood at the 10D level (see, however,
[5–8] for some interesting results). Examples for constructions of this type include the
KKLT scenario [9, 10], the large volume scenario [11, 12], the Ka¨hler uplifting scenario
[13–16] as well as a number of more recent proposals [17–24]. On top of that, in some
(but not all) constructions, uplifting terms have to be added to the scalar potential in
order to make the vacuum energy positive. Another possibility to obtain dS vacua is to
include non-geometric fluxes [25–32]. However, in spite of promising developments (see,
e.g., the recent works [33–35] and references therein), their uplift to string theory has not
been sufficiently understood so far.
In other words, it seems that complexity is the price to pay to get dS vacua in string
theory, which makes it hard to spell out all details of the constructions in full explicitness.
With the above applications in mind, however, this would certainly be desirable. It should
therefore be useful to identify the corners of the string landscape with the simplest possible
examples for dS solutions.
As an alternative to the above approaches, the idea of so-called classical dS vacua
was put forward a few years ago [36, 37]. These are vacua that are constructed purely
at the level of classical two-derivative supergravity, supplemented by the presence of
branes and O-planes. The initial hope was that, in contrast to constructions involving
quantum corrections, models of this type might be simple enough to allow fully explicit
10D solutions. However, constructing such solutions turns out to be complicated by a
number of additional no-go theorems that are more restrictive than the older theorems
of [2–4]. These refined no-go theorems exclude dS vacua (and, more generally, slow-
roll inflation) for a large class of compactifications of type IIA and type IIB string theory
[36, 38–45] (see also [46–49] for no-go theorems in heterotic string theory). If one restricts
to the simplest case of geometric compactifications with “non-exotic” sources (i.e., D-
branes and O-planes)1, a minimal requirement to evade the no-go theorems is to include
O-planes and RR fluxes as well as a negatively curved internal space.2
1 See also [50–53] for other approaches to obtain dS solutions.
2 It was argued in [54] that an even more restrictive no-go theorem holds in type IIB string theory
which fully excludes dS vacua at the classical level. However, the theorem of [54] can be evaded in the
presence of O-planes such that it is essentially equivalent to the older theorem of [4] (see Appendix A
for a discussion of this point).
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Unfortunately, none of the known solutions obtained from a consistent truncation of
the 10D fields yield any meta-stable dS vacua but only dS critical points with at least
one tachyonic direction in moduli space [40–43, 55, 56]. The η parameter is always large
in these solutions such that they are not suitable for slow-roll inflation either (see also
[57, 58]). Moreover, the origin of the tachyons does not seem to be explained by general
no-go theorems against stability [59, 60] such that it is a priori not clear whether they are
just coincidental or due to a hidden structure shared by all of the constructions. In [59],
it was argued from a 4D supergravity perspective that tachyons are expected to appear
along the sgoldstino direction if the scale of supersymmetry breaking at a dS critical point
is small compared to the scale of the masses of the orthogonal moduli. In [60], it was
analyzed how the scalar potential of type II flux compactifications depends on the volume
and dilaton moduli, and necessary criteria for stability in the volume-dilaton plane of the
moduli space were worked out. However, the ubiquitous tachyons mentioned above do in
general neither lie along the sgoldstino direction nor inside the volume-dilaton plane.
Important progress on this issue was made in [61] where the authors analyzed a class
of SU(3) structure compactifications with O6-planes in massive type IIA supergravity,
which are known to admit unstable dS extrema [40, 55]. They then conjectured that
the tachyonic directions should lie in the subspace spanned by the dilaton, the overall
volume modulus and the volume moduli of the cycles wrapped by the O6-planes, which
was numerically verified for various dS critical points in this class of models. Furthermore,
the authors observed that the tachyons align with the sgoldstino in a specific singular
limit where the dS solutions approach a supersymmetric Minkowski point and certain
cycles blow up or shrink to zero size.
Nonetheless, several open questions remain. First, it is not obvious how to generalize
the result to other classes of compactifications in type IIA and type IIB that admit dS
critical points. Are the tachyons always a combination of the dilaton, the 6D volume and
the O6-plane volumes? What about O-planes of different co-dimension? What would
be the type IIB version of the rule? Second, it would be useful to identify the tachyonic
directions analytically in order to gain a better understanding of their origin. This should
shed light on the question why the tachyons appear along certain directions and not along
others inside the moduli space. It should also reveal why the tachyons are in general not
explained by the sgoldstino argument of [59]. Third, one would ideally like to have a
concrete recipe for how to avoid tachyons in future constructions, e.g., by specifying a
list of minimal ingredients or determining promising corners in the string landscape.
The purpose of the present paper is to elaborate on the first two of these points and,
based on these results, make (tentative) suggestions for how to address the third one. We
will study two different models admitting families of dS critical points, one in type IIA
and one in type IIB string theory. The first model is an SU(3) structure compactification
of massive type IIA with O6-planes and NSNS and RR fluxes, which was studied in [55]
(see also [40, 56, 61]). Due to an isotropy property, the model is remarkably simple and
therefore perfectly suited for studying questions such as those we are interested in. The
second model is an SU(2) structure compactification of type IIB with O5/O7-planes and
RR fluxes, which was studied in [43]. The internal spaces in both cases are (different)
orientifolds of the group space SU(2)×SU(2). Our main result is that, in the dS solutions
we consider, the ubiquitous tachyons can be explained by a combination of two effects:
• Strong metric deformations : In order to achieve a negatively curved internal space,
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the internal metric is strongly deformed in all dS solutions we analyze, which brings
the solutions close to a singular point in moduli space in which the scale of SUSY
breaking is small compared to the moduli masses. As stated above, it was al-
ready observed in [61] that the type IIA solutions degenerate to a SUSY Minkowski
point in a certain singular limit. Here, we will make this observation more precise
by presenting the analytic solutions, which were not known before, and by stat-
ing explicitly how they depend on a small SUSY-breaking parameter . We will
furthermore argue that the existence of this small parameter is not a coincidence
but necessary in this class of solutions due to the requirement of negative internal
curvature. Finally, we will show that analogous observations hold in the type IIB
solution we study.
• Generalized sgoldstino theorem: Since SUSY breaking is small in all dS solutions
we discuss, the tachyons can be explained by a generalized version of the sgoldstino
no-go theorem of [59]. As we will explicitly show, the region in moduli space
surrounding the singular point exhibits large mixing between the sgoldstino and the
other moduli in both classes of solutions. This has the effect that the tachyon rotates
away from the sgoldstino direction as one moves away from the singular point. The
generalized theorem thus predicts that a tachyon will occur in a direction close to,
but never completely aligned with the sgoldstino. We will make this statement
precise and analytically determine the exact tachyon directions for the family of dS
solutions in type IIA. We will then show that our explanation is also correct for the
type IIB dS solution of [43]. We will furthermore make contact with the proposal
of [61] by verifying that the instability at this critical point appears in the moduli
subspace of the O5/O7-plane volumes.
We believe that our results yield a satisfactory explanation for the appearance of the
tachyons in classical dS solutions, thereby shedding light on a persistent puzzle in the
literature. Moreover, our observations regarding the sgoldstino may be useful more gen-
erally as a stability criterion for dS vacua in supergravity and string theory and thus
facilitate a systematic scan for cosmologically interesting corners of the landscape.
Another useful perspective on tachyons is to consider statistical arguments [62–64].
The main idea of this approach is to randomize certain parameters of the 4D scalar
potential that encode the properties of specific solutions. Thus, one can hope to capture
the essential features of the vacuum distribution in a certain region of the string landscape
without having to analyze in detail all possible solutions in that region. Along these lines,
it was shown in [62, 63] that the probability of a dS critical point to be meta-stable is
exponentially suppressed with some power of the number of the moduli. Since the latter
is typically of the order O(10) even in the simplest models, this provides a reasonable
explanation for why no meta-stable classical dS vacua have been found so far.
However, although statistical analyses are certainly useful to estimate the properties of
the landscape, they do (by construction) not take into account the full structure imposed
on the 4D scalar potential by the underlying string theory solutions. One therefore
potentially misses patterns in the values taken by the parameters, which may arise, e.g.,
due to certain constraints or symmetries. Not taking into account such information can
affect the estimated number of meta-stable vacua in a given region of the landscape.
One therefore has to go beyond landscape statistics if one wants to understand whether
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the tachyons are just due to technical difficulties (i.e., identifying the small fraction of
meta-stable vacua among the total number of critical points) or whether there are in fact
structural reasons for them. In this paper, we find evidence for the latter possibility. This
is useful since one may now increase the chance of finding dS solutions by performing
a systematic search in corners of the landscape with an increased probability of meta-
stability.
Aside from the tachyon problem, other issues have been pointed out with attempts
at constructing classical de Sitter vacua. One criticism is that sources such as O-planes
are usually smeared over the compact space in order to simplify the equations of motion.
Since O-planes are involutions and thus intrinsically localized, a smeared solution is not
a good approximation of the true solution pointwise in the compact space. Nevertheless,
at least in some regions of the moduli space (in particular, in the large-volume limit),
one can hope that the smeared approximation is trustworthy for 4D objects such as the
scalar potential and the cosmological constant, which are obtained by integrating certain
combinations of 10D fields over the compact space. It is in this sense that the solutions
discussed in this paper can be useful.3 Another worry is related to the unclear fate of
O6-planes in massive type IIA supergravity [75, 76], where no M-theory description is
available. Some interesting results regarding this issue were obtained in [77] (see, however,
[78]). Finally, it was pointed out in [56] that it is difficult to satisfy flux quantization
conditions in certain models of classical dS vacua. These issues, while clearly important,
are not addressed in this paper. Instead, we will focus on the tachyon problem, which we
believe is the most pressing.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first construct the analytic solution
for the family of dS critical points in the type IIA model. We then explain the origin of
the tachyon in terms of the sgoldstino argument. In Section 3, we show that the same
argument can be used to explain the tachyon in the type IIB model, and we discuss the
relation to the O-plane volume moduli of [61]. We conclude in Section 4 with a discussion
of our results and some suggestions for future research. In Appendix A, we review a no-go
theorem against classical dS vacua proposed in [54] and show that it can be evaded in
the presence of O-planes.
2 SU(3) Structure Orientifolds in Massive Type IIA
In this section, we consider SU(3) structure compactifications of massive type IIA super-
gravity with O6-planes as well as H, F0 and F2 flux. The possibility of dS vacua in such
models was analyzed in [40, 55, 56] for various group and coset spaces, and a class of
compactifications on orientifolds of the group space SU(2) × SU(2) was found to admit
unstable dS critical points. In the following, we will first introduce the model and then
show how the tachyon direction can be determined analytically. Finally, we will compare
3 Nevertheless, promoting smeared solutions to localized ones can involve a variety of subtle effects.
This includes corrections to the potential and the definition of the 4D fields (see, e.g., the recent works
[65, 66] and references therein), the appearance of certain singularities (see, e.g., [67–70] for a sample
of recent works), and sometimes even a change in the amount of preserved supersymmetries (e.g., the
non-SUSY smeared solution of [71] has both SUSY and non-SUSY localized counterparts [72, 73], see
also [74]).
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the tachyonic direction to the sgoldstino and give an explanation for its appearance in
terms of a generalized version of the no-go theorem of [59].
2.1 The Model
We consider the simple isotropic model of [55] with 4 intersecting O6-planes, H and F2
flux and a non-zero Romans mass F0. Let us label the internal directions by the numbers
1, . . . , 6. H then has four components, which are along 456, 236, 134 and 125. The
components of F2 are along 16, 24 and 35, and the O6-planes are along 123, 145, 256 and
346.
The form fields are given by
eφF0 = f1, e
φF2 = f2J, H = f5ΩR + f6Wˆ3, e
φj = j1ΩR + j2Wˆ3, (2.1)
where
J = ae16 − ae24 + ae35, (2.2)
ΩR = ve
456 + ve236 +
a6
v3
e134 + ve125, (2.3)
Wˆ3 = − 1
2
√
3v3
[
v4
(
e456 + e236 + e125
)− 3a6e134] . (2.4)
Furthermore, j is the current 3-form coupling to the O6-plane sources and a, v, f1, f2,
f5, f6, j1 and j2 are numbers determined by the equations of motion. Here and in the
following, we use the notation eAB = eA ∧ eB, etc., where the basis 1-forms eA satisfy
deA = 1
2
fABC e
B ∧ eC with structure constants
f 123 = f
1
45 = f
2
56 = −f 346 = 1
2
, cyclic. (2.5)
As the orientifolding projects out off-diagonal deformations, the most general form of
the internal metric is
g = diag (g11, g22, g33, g44, g55, g66) . (2.6)
The ansatz for the metric in Einstein frame is then
g = e−φ/2a diag
(
a3
v2
,
v2
a3
,
a3
v2
,
a3
v2
,
v2
a3
,
v2
a3
)
. (2.7)
The internal curvature is defined as
R(6) =
1
2
gEAfBCEf
C
AB +
1
4
gLAgBEgDCf
D
ELf
C
AB. (2.8)
We thus find
R(6) =
1
2
(
g11 + g22 + g33 + g44 + g55 + g66
)
− 1
8
(
g11g22g33 + g
11g33g22 + g
22g33g11 + g
11g44g55 + g
11g55g44 + g
44g55g11
+ g22g55g66 + g
22g66g55 + g
55g66g22 + g
33g44g66 + g
33g66g44 + g
44g66g33
)
= −3
8
eφ/2v6
a10
+
3
2
eφ/2v2
a4
+
3
8
eφ/2a2
v2
. (2.9)
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2.2 dS Solutions
The 10D equations of motion are
e−φ/2R(4) = −f 21 − 3f 22 − 4j1, (2.10)
0 = −3
2
v2
a4
− 3
8
a2
v2
+
3
8
v6
a10
+
3
4
(
4f 25 + f
2
6
)
+
3
8
f 21 +
15
8
f 22 +
9
2
j1, (2.11)
0 =
v2
a4
(
v4
4a6
− 1
2
)
+
1
2
(
f5 − f6
2
√
3
)2
+
1
2
(
f5 +
3f6
2
√
3
)2
− 1
8
(
4f 25 + f
2
6
)
+
1
16
f 21
+
5
16
f 22 +
3
4
j1 +
j2
2
√
3
, (2.12)
0 = −1
2
(
4f 25 + f
2
6
)
+
5
4
f 21 +
9
4
f 22 + 3j1, (2.13)
0 =
1
2
f2a+ f1f5v − f1f6 v
2
√
3
+ j1v − j2 v
2
√
3
, (2.14)
0 =
3
2
f2a+ f1f5
a6
v3
+ f1f6
3a6
2
√
3v3
+ j1
a6
v3
+ j2
3a6
2
√
3v3
, (2.15)
0 = −f1f2a2 + 1
2
f5
a3
v
− 1
2
f6
a3
2
√
3v
+
1
2
f5
v3
a3
+
1
2
f6
3v3
2
√
3a3
, (2.16)
where R(4) denotes the external Ricci scalar in 10D Einstein frame. A one-parameter
family of unstable dS critical points was numerically found in [55] in the range
v4 =
√
3 + w
3
√
3− wa
6, 4.553 < w < 3
√
3. (2.17)
At the two boundaries w = 3
√
3 and w ≈ 4.553, one obtains Minkowski vacua, while
other values of w yield AdS solutions.
An analytic expression for the family of dS solutions can be found as follows. For
convenience, let us define the parameter
 =
a3
v2
(2.18)
in terms of which the scalar curvature of the internal space can be written as
R(6) = −3e
φ/2
8a3
+
3eφ/2
2a
+
3eφ/2
8a
. (2.19)
In order to obtain dS extrema in this model, R(6) must be negative and sufficiently small.
This can be seen from the Einstein and dilaton equations, which imply
R(6) = −9
4
R(4) − 1
2
e3/2φ|F2|2, (2.20)
which is negative for R(4) > 0. Comparing this to (2.19), we conclude that  is a small
parameter for all dS critical points in this model. To make this more precise, we can
substitute (2.18) into (2.17) to find the range
0 <  . 0.32. (2.21)
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The existence of the small parameter  is not a coincidence but could have been antic-
ipated by noting that the internal space has topology S3 × S3. It can therefore only
be negatively curved if it is significantly deformed away from the configuration of round
spheres g ∼ diag (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1). Hence, for all dS critical points, there must be a large
hierarchy between the different components of the internal metric, which is indeed verified
by substituting (2.18) into (2.7),
g = e−φ/2a diag
(
, −1, , , −1, −1
)
. (2.22)
The above observations suggest that  can be used as an expansion parameter. Solving
the equations of motion in an expansion in , one finds
a =
3
√
21
162
− 63
64
− 367
√
21
1792
− 635
1024
+O(2), (2.23)
f2 =
2
211/4
√
3
+
213/4
√

12
√
7
− 2585
3/2
1344 · 211/4√3 −
326935/2
4608 · 211/4√7 +O(
7/2), (2.24)
f5 =
1
4
−
√
21
7
− 31
2
28
− 29
√
213
168
+O(4), (2.25)
f6 =
√
3
2
+
2√
7
− 25
√
32
42
− 47
3
12
√
7
+O(4), (2.26)
j1 = − 1√
21
− 1
2
+
67
42
√
21
+
612
63
+O(3), (2.27)
j2 = − 2√
7
−
√
3− 15
7
√
7
+
62
√
32
63
+O(3), (2.28)
where we have set f1 = e
φ = 1 without loss of generality [55]. In order to determine
the exact convergence radius of the expansion, one would require the all-order analytic
solution which is unfortunately not known. However, one can compare the expansion
for a, f2, f5, . . . to a numerical solution for different values of  and thus verify that the
convergence radius of the expansion is ≈ 0.32. Hence, our expansion is valid for the whole
range (2.21) of dS critical points but ceases to converge as we approach the Minkowski
point at  ≈ 0.32.
2.3 Scalar Potential
In order to analyze the stability of the above dS critical points, let us now derive the 4D
scalar potential of the compactified theory. We first introduce a dilaton modulus τ and
two metric moduli σ1, σ2 probing the 134 and the 256 directions by redefining
eφ → τeφ, g11 → σ1g11, g22 → σ2g22, g33 → σ1g33,
g44 → σ1g44, g55 → σ2g55, g66 → σ2g66, gµν → gµν
vol6(σi)
, (2.29)
where vol6(σi) = (σ1σ2)
3/2
∫
d6x
√
g6 and the last rescaling is required to stay in 4D
Einstein frame. Note that our conventions are such that τ = σi = 1 at a critical point.
Hence, gMN and φ in the following expressions denote the on-shell values of the metric
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and the dilaton at a given solution. Also note that the internal Einstein equations only
have two independent components in the isotropic model such that the two metric moduli
we introduced capture all possible metric deformations preserving the isotropy property.
There are also axionic moduli but they are not relevant for the tachyon.4 It was in fact
already shown in [61] that the tachyon in this model must lie in the moduli subspace
spanned by the dilaton τ , the 6D volume (σ1σ2)
3/2 and the O6-plane volume σ
3/2
2 . Hence,
it is sufficient for us to consider these 3 moduli.
The internal curvature with explicit moduli dependence thus reads
R(6)(σi) =
1
2
(
g11
σ1
+
g22
σ2
+
g33
σ1
+
g44
σ1
+
g55
σ2
+
g66
σ2
)
− 1
8σ2
(
g11g22g33 + g
11g55g44
+ g22g55g66 + g
22g33g11 + g
22g66g55 + g
33g66g44 + g
44g55g11 + g
55g66g22
+ g44g66g33
)− σ2
8σ21
(
g11g33g22 + g
11g44g55 + g
33g44g66
)
. (2.30)
Dimensionally reducing the 10D action, we find the 4D effective action
S ⊃
∫
d4x
√−g4
[
R(4) + Lkin(τ, σi)− V (τ, σi)
]
(2.31)
with the kinetic terms
Lkin(τ, σi) = −1
2
(∂τ)2
τ 2
− 15
8
(∂σ1)
2
σ21
− 15
8
(∂σ2)
2
σ22
− 9
4
(∂σ1)(∂σ2)
σ1σ2
(2.32)
and the scalar potential
V (τ, σi) =
1
vol6(σi)
[
VR(σi) + τ
5/2V0 +
τ 3/2
σ1σ2
V2 +
1
τσ1σ22
V31 +
1
τσ31
V32 +
1
τσ1σ22
V33
+
1
τσ1σ22
V34 +
τ 3/4√
σ1σ2
V61 +
τ 3/4√
σ1σ2
V62 +
τ 3/4
σ
3/2
1
V63 +
τ 3/4√
σ1σ2
V64
]
. (2.33)
Here, we have set 2κ210 = 1 for convenience and defined the coefficients
VR(σi) = −R(6)(σi), V0 = 1
2
e5/2φF 20 , V2 =
1
2
e3/2φ|F2|2, V31 = 1
2
e−φ|H(125)|2,
V32 =
1
2
e−φ|H(134)|2, V33 = 1
2
e−φ|H(236)|2, V34 = 1
2
e−φ|H(456)|2, V61 = e
3/4φµ
(123)
6√
g44g55g66
,
V62 =
e3/4φµ
(145)
6√
g22g33g66
, V63 =
e3/4φµ
(256)
6√
g11g33g44
, V64 =
e3/4φµ
(346)
6√
g11g22g55
, (2.34)
where gMN and φ again denote the on-shell values of the metric and the dilaton at the dS
critical points. Our conventions are such that µ6 > 0 for net D-brane tension and µ6 < 0
4 Some of the solutions we discuss in this paper have one or more non-universal tachyons in addition to
the ubiquitous one but we will not be concerned with them.
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for net O-plane tension. Note that the source terms do not contain any delta functions
since we consider the smeared limit. We thus find the on-shell expressions
VR = e
φ/2
(
3
8
v6
a10
− 3
2
v2
a4
− 3
8
a2
v2
)
, V0 =
1
2
eφ/2f 21 , V2 =
3
2
eφ/2f 22 ,
V31 = V33 = V34 =
1
2
eφ/2
(
f5 − f6
2
√
3
)2
, V32 =
1
2
eφ/2
(
f5 +
3f6
2
√
3
)2
,
V61 = V62 = V64 = e
φ/2
(
j1 − j2
2
√
3
)
, V63 = e
φ/2
(
j1 +
3j2
2
√
3
)
. (2.35)
Let us finally state the Ka¨hler potential and the superpotential of the compactified
theory [40, 61]. One finds
K = − ln(z1 + z¯1)− 3 ln(z2 + z¯2)− 3 ln(t+ t¯) + 4 ln(2), (2.36)
W = iλ1t
3 + 3t(λ2t+ z1 + z2)− iλ3(z1 − 3z2) (2.37)
in terms of the flux parameters λi and the complex moduli t, z1, z2. Matching the F-term
scalar potential obtained from (2.36) and (2.37) to the scalar potential (2.33), one can
relate the various parameters and moduli to those in our conventions. Putting again the
axions on-shell, we find the following relations:
λ1 = −e−φf1, λ2 = e−φ(4af2 − Im(t)f1), λ3 = −6f5v +
√
3f6v + 2f5
a6
v3
+
√
3f6
a6
v3
,
Re(t) = 4a
√
τσ1σ2, Re(z1) = 8e
−φ v
3
a3
τ−1/4σ3/22 , Re(z2) = 8e
−φa
3
v
τ−1/4σ1
√
σ2,
Im(t) = −2f5a
6
v3
−
√
3f6
a6
v3
− 2f5v + 1√
3
f6v,
Im(z1) =
Im(t)
4λ3
(
2λ1Im(t)
2 − 3λ2Im(t) + 3λ1λ3Im(t)− 6λ2λ3
)
,
Im(z2) = −Im(t)
4λ3
(
2λ1Im(t)
2 − 3λ2Im(t)− λ1λ3Im(t) + 2λ2λ3
)
. (2.38)
2.4 Tachyon
We are now in a position to determine the tachyons. Our claim is that, for any  in
the range (2.21), there is an unstable direction α, which lies in the subspace of the
moduli space spanned by the dilaton and the 2 metric moduli. Let us formally define this
direction as a simultaneous excitation of these moduli. We make the field redefinition
(τ, σi)→ (α, βi) with
τ = αt, σ1 = α
s1β1, σ2 = α
s2β2, (2.39)
where t, si are numbers whose values determine the direction of the α modulus inside the
(τ, σi) hyperplane and which we leave undetermined for the moment. In the following,
we will put the other moduli on-shell, βi = 1, and only consider the dependence of the
scalar potential on the α modulus. It is convenient to parametrize the α direction by a
vector
(t, s1, s2) (2.40)
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whose normalization is fixed by demanding that α is canonically normalized for small
fluctuations around the critical point.5 If we choose, e.g., (1, 0, 0), α would coincide with
the dilaton modulus, while the choice 1
2
√
3
(0, 1, 1) would correspond to the overall volume
modulus of the 6D internal space. For general t and si, on the other hand, α is a mixed
direction in the moduli space spanned by τ and σi.
Let us furthermore denote the one-by-one principal minor of the mass matrix along
the direction α by
m2α =
∂2V (α)
∂α2
∣∣∣∣
α=1
. (2.41)
We will now show that, for any dS critical point in the family of solutions labelled by
, there are directions for which m2α is manifestly negative. By Sylvester’s criterion,
this is sufficient to prove the existence of a tachyon. We could of course also compute
the eigenvalues of the mass matrix to check for instabilities. However, diagonalizing
the full mass matrix is often cumbersome, especially in models where the number of
moduli is large, such that finding directions with negative principal minors and exploiting
Sylvester’s criterion can be very useful in practice. In many cases, the sgoldstino is such a
useful direction [59] but in the context of classical dS vacua it is typically not. The main
point of this section is to explicitly show that, for most , the sgoldstino corresponds to
none of the directions with negative principal minors (and, hence, cannot be used as a
proxy to check for instabilities), and to explain why this is the case.
We first consider the limit  → 0. Substituting the solution (2.23)–(2.28) into the
scalar potential, we find
m2α =
1024(2s1 − 4s2 + 3t)2
11907
5 +O(6). (2.42)
This is positive unless we set the leading order term to zero, s1 = 2s2 − 32t. Substituting
this back into m2α, we find
m2α =
1024
√
21(t− 6s2)2
11907
6 +O(7), (2.43)
which is again positive unless t = 6s2. With this choice, we arrive at
m2α = −
2097152
√
21s22
83349
8 +O(9). (2.44)
Hence, in the limit  → 0, the mass matrix has a negative one-by-one minor along the
direction
1
8
√
3
(6,−7, 1) , (2.45)
where we fixed the normalization of the vector by demanding that the α modulus is
canonically normalized.
A closer look at the subleading corrections to the mass term (2.44) reveals that some of
their coefficients are positive and quite large such that the expansion of the mass breaks
5 More precisely, our conventions are such that lnα is canonically normalized. For small fluctuations,
one then finds lnα ≈ α− 1 and Lkin = − 12 (∂ lnα)2 ≈ − 12 (∂α)2.
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down already for   1. This shows that the direction (2.45) is not unstable for the
whole family of dS solutions. One numerically verifies that it becomes stable at  ≈ 0.14.
Hence, the unstable direction is itself -dependent and rotates away from (2.45) for finite
. As one increases , the leading order result (2.45) ceases to be a good approximation
since the expansion then converges more slowly to the exact direction. However, we can
easily also determine all possible directions with negative minors for any finite . To this
end, we make a small detour and first determine all directions for which m2α = 0. From
that, one can then deduce the existence of minors with m2α < 0, as we will see below.
6
Upon using the equations of motion, we can write the minor along the α direction for
general t, s1, s2 as
m2α = c1t
2 + c2s
2
1 + c3s
2
2 + c4ts1 + c5ts2 + c6s1s2 (2.46)
with coefficients
c1 =
1
a3
(
25
4
V0 +
9
4
V2 + 3V31 + V32 +
27
16
V61 +
9
16
V63
)
, (2.47)
c2 =
1
a3
(
9
4
V0 +
25
4
V2 +
75
4
V31 +
81
4
V32 + 12V61 + 9V63 +
147
32a3
− 75
8a
− 27
32a
)
, (2.48)
c3 =
1
a3
(
9
4
V0 +
25
4
V2 +
147
4
V31 +
9
4
V32 +
75
4
V61 +
9
4
V63 +
3
32a3
− 27
8a
− 75
32a
)
, (2.49)
c4 =
1
a3
(
−15
2
V0 − 15
2
V2 + 15V31 + 9V32 − 9V61 − 9
2
V63
)
, (2.50)
c5 =
1
a3
(
−15
2
V0 − 15
2
V2 + 21V31 + 3V32 − 45
4
V61 − 9
4
V63
)
, (2.51)
c6 =
1
a3
(
9
2
V0 +
25
2
V2 +
105
2
V31 +
27
2
V32 + 30V61 + 9V63 +
21
16a3
− 45
4a
− 45
16a
)
. (2.52)
Here, t, s1, s2 and ci, Vij, a should be read as being functions of . Recall that the vector
(2.40) only has two independent components since its length is fixed by choosing a nor-
malization for α. In order to specify a direction inside the (τ, σi) space, it is therefore
sufficient to determine, e.g., s1
t
and s2
t
. Setting the left-hand side of (2.46) to zero and
dividing by t2, we get a quadratic equation for s1
t
and s2
t
, with the solution
s1
t
= −
c6
s2
t
+ c4 ±
√(
c6
s2
t
+ c4
)2 − 4c2 [c1 + c5 s2t + c3( s2t )2]
2c2
, (2.53)(
c6
s2
t
+ c4
)2
− 4c2
[
c1 + c5
s2
t
+ c3
(s2
t
)2]
≥ 0, (2.54)
where the second condition follows from demanding that the square root in the first
equation is real. For each value of , (2.53) and (2.54) parametrize a closed line in the
( s1
t
, s2
t
) space. Hence, the directions with m2α = 0 sweep out a surface in the space spanned
by (, s1
t
, s2
t
) which has the useful property that m2α is positive for all
s1
t
, s2
t
that lie outside
of it, whereas it is negative for all s1
t
, s2
t
inside (cf. Fig. 1). At  = 0, the surface shrinks
to a point, namely (2.45).
6 Note that a vanishing minor does not imply a zero eigenvalue of the mass matrix. The fact that we
find directions with m2α = 0 does therefore not mean that the solution contains massless modes.
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s2
t
s1
t

Figure 1: A plot of the m2α = 0 surface (yellow) and the sgoldstino (red) using the first few
orders of the -expansion. Directions which lie inside of the surface have negative principal
minors and are therefore sufficient to prove the existence of a tachyon by Sylvester’s
criterion. For → 0, the surface shrinks to a point and aligns with the sgoldstino.
In order to find a direction with a negative minor for a given  in the range 0 ≤  .
0.32, we select two points ( s1
t
, s2
t
) on the surface and then choose any point inbetween.
A simple example is to take the two points for which the square root in (2.53) vanishes
and then take the middle between these two points,
s1
t
= −c6
s2
t
+ c4
2c2
,
s2
t
=
−c4c6 + 2c2c5
c26 − 4c2c3
. (2.55)
We can now substitute the definition of the coefficients (2.47)–(2.52) together with
(2.35) and (2.23)–(2.28) and fix t by demanding that α is canonically normalized. We
thus find that the vector(√
3
4
− 169
√
3
126
2 − 517
√
7
441
3 +
1081
√
3
882
4,− 7
8
√
3
+
101
√
3
252
2 +
683
√
7
882
3 +
24193
√
3
15876
4,
1
8
√
3
− 53
√
3
36
2 − 269
√
7
126
3 +
86351
√
3
15876
4
)
+O(5) (2.56)
is an example for an unstable direction in the (τ, σi) moduli space. As stated before, any
other direction inside of the m2α = 0 surface would be suitable to detect the instability
as well. By comparison with numerical solutions for different choices of , one can verify
that the above direction up to the order O(8) is indeed unstable until  ≈ 0.30. This
is ensured by the fact that its mass is given by (2.44), up to small corrections. For even
larger , one would have to take into account higher orders in the expansion (2.56) since
it then converges more slowly. We stress that it is in principle straightforward to do this
and just a matter of computational effort.
Let us now compare the above to the sgoldstino φ. The sgoldstino is the real part
of the complex direction in moduli space along which supersymmetry is broken, i.e., for
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which Gi = ∂i (K + ln |W |2) 6= 0.7 Using (2.36)–(2.38) and (2.23)–(2.26), we find that it
is given by(√
3
4
−
√
3
12
2 − 95
√
7
336
3 − 1783
√
3
2016
4,− 7
8
√
3
−
√
3
8
2 − 29
√
7
672
3 − 61
√
3
448
4,
1
8
√
3
+
5
√
3
24
2 − 37
√
7
672
3 − 79
√
3
1344
4
)
+O(5). (2.57)
Comparing this to (2.56), we confirm that the tachyon indeed aligns with the sgoldstino
in the singular limit → 0, as was already observed in [61]. However, we also observe that
the tachyon rotates away from the sgoldstino as  is increased. Although the sgoldstino
mass term starts out with a negative leading order contribution, it becomes stable already
at small values of  since its subleading coefficients are positive and rather large,
m2φ = −
32768
√
21
250047
8 +
524288
250047
9 +
32620544
√
21
5250987
10 +
991232
7203
11 +O(12). (2.58)
In Fig. 1, we have plotted the sgoldstino together with all directions for which the
corresponding one-by-one minors in the mass matrix are negative. One indeed observes
that the sgoldstino rotates away from the unstable region at larger  and, hence, cannot
be used to detect the instability anymore.
This can be explained as follows. First of all, let us check that, as claimed above, the
dS solutions are close to a singular SUSY Minkowski point in moduli space. This can be
seen from the contributions to the F-term scalar potential, whose leading order behavior
is
eKgi¯DiWD¯W ∼ 5, −3eK |W |2 ∼ 5. (2.59)
Hence, for → 0, the SUSY equations are satisfied and the scalar potential vanishes. We
therefore expect that the tachyon should align with the sgoldstino in this singular limit,
and indeed this is the case.
But why is the tachyon not completely aligned with the sgoldstino at finite ? The
reason for this is simple. The mass matrix in a general model with broken SUSY takes
the schematic form8 (
m2φ µ
2
µ2 M2
)
, (2.60)
where mφ is the sgoldstino mass, µ denotes possible off-diagonal terms and M stands for
the masses of an arbitrary number of other moduli, which we assume to be large. The
eigenvalues are then
m2φ −
µ4
M2
+O (M−4) , M2 + µ4
M2
+O (M−4) (2.61)
with eigenvectors (
1,− µ
2
M2
)
+O (M−4) , ( µ2
M2
, 1
)
+O (M−4) . (2.62)
7 A second sgoldstino is related to the imaginary part but not relevant for the tachyon here.
8 Here, we are again only concerned with the real part of the moduli space.
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Assuming that the SUSY breaking scale is small compared to the moduli masses, m2φ 
M2, and that the mixing between the sgoldstino and the orthogonal moduli can be tuned
to vanish, µ→ 0, the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue always points
into the sgoldstino direction and, hence, m2φ > 0 is sufficient to guarantee a stable dS
vacuum [59]. However, in a general mass matrix with µ 6= 0, the smallest eigenvalue re-
ceives corrections from off-diagonal terms and the corresponding eigenvector rotates away
from the sgoldstino. This is particularly relevant in classes of string compactifications
where the scalar potential is not sufficiently generic to allow these off-diagonal terms to
be tuned small.
In a field basis in which the sgoldstino and the two orthogonal fields are canonically
normalized, the mass matrix of our model takes the form
Vij ∼
O(8) O(7) O(7)O(7) O(5) O(5)
O(7) O(5) O(5)
 , (2.63)
where the first row contains the sgoldstino mass term m2φ and the off-diagonal components
Vφj. Hence, there is indeed a large mixing between the sgoldstino and the other directions
in field space. As  is increased, the tachyon eigenvector then rotates away from the
sgoldstino and the corresponding eigenvalue is negative even though the principal minor
along the sgoldstino direction is positive. A proper generalization of the sgoldstino no-go
theorem of [59] to the case of a general mass matrix thus predicts that a tachyon, if
present, should be close to, but not completely aligned with the sgoldstino, where the
separation between the two directions is expected to be of the order µ2/M2 ∼ O(2).
This is exactly reproduced by our above result.
3 SU(2) Structure Orientifolds in Type IIB
In this section, we will show that our explanation for the tachyons also holds for an
SU(2) structure compactification of type IIB supergravity with O5/O7-planes and RR
fluxes. In [43], several compactifications of this type on group and coset spaces were
analyzed and scanned for the existence of dS vacua. The authors then found that a
compactification on an orientifold of the group space SU(2)× SU(2) indeed admits a dS
critical point. The solution is unstable, and the reason for this instability has previously
not been understood. One should stress that this model is not related by T-duality to
a geometric type IIA compactification such as the one discussed in the previous section
[43]. The fact that our argument also explains the tachyon here is therefore a non-trivial
check which makes us confident that we have found a model-independent explanation for
the instabilities.
3.1 The Model
The model we consider contains O5-planes and O7-planes as well as non-trivial RR and
NSNS field strengths F1, F3 and H. Let us again label the internal directions by the
numbers 1, . . . , 6. The components of F1 are then along the 1 and 2 directions, the
components of F3 are along 136, 236, 145 and 245, the components of H are along 134,
15
234, 156, 256, the O5-planes are along 34 and 56 and the O7-planes are along 1235 and
1246.
The ansatz for the form fields is9
F1 = m1e
1 +m2e
2, (3.1)
F3 = f1(e
136 + e245) + f2(e
145 + e236) + c1(e
145 − e236) + c2(e136 − e245), (3.2)
H = b1(−e156 + e234) + b2(−e134 + e256), (3.3)
where the 1-forms eA satisfy deA = 1
2
fABC e
B ∧ eC with structure constants
f 135 = f
2
46 = 1, cyclic. (3.4)
For gmn = δmn, the internal space would be a direct product of two round 3-spheres.
However, in order to obtain dS vacua, an internal space with negative curvature is re-
quired. Hence, at any dS critical point, the internal space must be deformed away from
a product of round spheres. The deformations can in general be both rescalings of the
diagonal entries away from 1 and non-zero off-diagonal modes. For the orientifold in this
particular model, the most general form of the internal metric reads [79]
g =

g11 g12 0 0 0 0
g12 g22 0 0 0 0
0 0 g33 0 0 0
0 0 0 g44 0 0
0 0 0 0 g55 0
0 0 0 0 0 g66
 . (3.5)
For later convenience, let us express the metric components in terms of the variables
used in [43]. Using the definition of [79] of the globally defined forms on SU(2) structure
manifolds together with the expressions of [43], we find the Einstein frame metric
g = e−φ/2

L2 −L2y 0 0 0 0
−L2y L2(x2+y2) 0 0 0 0
0 0
k21k2L
2x
e2φu2v2
0 0 0
0 0 0 k2v2
u2L2x
0 0
0 0 0 0 k2u2L
2x
v2
0
0 0 0 0 0 e
2φu2v2
k2L2x

(3.6)
with
L2 =
1
x
√
− v1v2
u1u2
, e2φ =
√
−L
4x2k21k
2
2
u1u2v1v2
. (3.7)
Finally, the components of the Ricci tensor can be computed using the formula
RAD =
1
4
gCEgBFgAGgDHf
G
FEf
H
BC − 1
2
gBEg
CFfBACf
E
DF − 1
2
fCABf
B
DC , (3.8)
9 Our definition of the flux parameters differs from the one in [43] because of different sign conventions
and the fact that we work with improved field strengths F = dC −H ∧ C.
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which yields
R11 =
1
2
(
g55g33g11g11 + g
66g44g12g12 − g33g55 − g55g33
)
+ 1, (3.9)
R12 =
1
2
(
g55g33g11g21 + g
66g44g12g22
)
, (3.10)
R22 =
1
2
(
g66g44g22g22 + g
55g33g21g21 − g44g66 − g66g44
)
+ 1, (3.11)
R33 =
1
2
(
g55g11g33g33 − g11g55 − g55g11
)
+ 1, (3.12)
R44 =
1
2
(
g66g22g44g44 − g22g66 − g66g22
)
+ 1, (3.13)
R55 =
1
2
(
g33g11g55g55 − g11g33 − g33g11
)
+ 1, (3.14)
R66 =
1
2
(
g44g22g66g66 − g22g44 − g44g22
)
+ 1. (3.15)
3.2 dS Solution
The 10D equations of motion are
R(4) = −1
2
e−φ|H|2 − 1
2
eφ|F3|2 − 1
2
eφ/2
(
µ
(34)
5√
(det gab)g55g66
+
µ
(56)
5√
(det gab)g33g44
)
, (3.16)
0 = −1
2
e−φ|H|2 + e2φ|F1|2 + 1
2
eφ|F3|2 + 1
2
eφ/2
(
µ
(34)
5√
(det gab)g55g66
+
µ
(56)
5√
(det gab)g33g44
)
+ eφ
(
µ
(1235)
7√
g44g66
+
µ
(1246)
7√
g33g55
)
, (3.17)
Rmn =
1
2
e−φ|H|2mn +
1
2
e2φ|F1|2mn +
1
2
eφ|F3|2mn −
1
8
gmne
−φ|H|2 − 1
8
gmne
φ|F3|2
+
3
8
gmne
φ/2
(
µ
(34)
5√
(det gab)g55g66
+
µ
(56)
5√
(det gab)g33g44
)
+
1
2
gmne
φ
(
µ
(1235)
7√
g44g66
+
µ
(1246)
7√
g33g55
)
+
1
2
tmn, (3.18)
dF1 = µ
(1235)
7 e
46 − µ(1246)7 e35, (3.19)
dF3 = H ∧ F1 − µ(34)5 e1256 − µ(56)5 e1234, (3.20)
d
(
e−φ ?6 H
)
+ eφ ?6 F3 ∧ F1 = 0, (3.21)
d
(
eφ ?6 F3
)
= 0, (3.22)
where a, b = 1, 2 and
tab = −eφ
(
µ
(1235)
7√
g44g66
+
µ
(1246)
7√
g33g55
)
gab,
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t33 = −
(
eφ
µ
(1235)
7√
g44g66
+ eφ/2
µ
(34)
5√
(det gab)g55g66
)
g33,
t44 = −
(
eφ
µ
(1246)
7√
g33g55
+ eφ/2
µ
(34)
5√
(det gab)g55g66
)
g44,
t55 = −
(
eφ
µ
(1235)
7√
g44g66
+ eφ/2
µ
(56)
5√
(det gab)g33g44
)
g55,
t66 = −
(
eφ
µ
(1246)
7√
g33g55
+ eφ/2
µ
(56)
5√
(det gab)g33g44
)
g66. (3.23)
The numerical dS solution is [43]
x = 0.267585, k1 = 1.76189, k2 = 1.97367, u1 = 2.38469,
u2 = 0.0406036, v1 = −0.00820371, v2 = 0.0512969, y = 0.624470,
m1 = −1.26529, m2 = 1.92725, b1 = 6.22664, b2 = 3.41528,
c1 = −3.16142, c2 = −0.691846, f1 = 5.44653, f2 = −6.70494. (3.24)
Plugging this into (3.6), we find
g =

0.100641 −0.0628475 0 0 0 0
−0.0628475 0.0464525 0 0 0 0
0 0 2.20576 0 0 0
0 0 0 15.4502 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.0420713 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.234840
 . (3.25)
We checked that the above solution satisfies the 10D equations of motion, thus confirming
that the 4D solution of [43] is a consistent truncation as expected. It should be noted
that the string frame volume and the dilaton take the values
∫
d6x
√
g6 e
3φ/2 = 0.229249
and eφ = 5.99279 in this solution such that we are not in the large volume/weak coupling
regime [43]. The solution should therefore be viewed as a toy example, which is useful to
study the general stability issues at dS critical points of type IIB supergravity.10
One immediately observes in (3.25) that, as in the type IIA examples discussed above,
there is a large hierarchy between the different metric components such that we are far
away from the configuration of round spheres. These metric deformations tend to make
the internal curvature negative, which is required in order to get dS vacua. However, they
also move the solution close to a singular point in moduli space where some of the cycle
volumes blow up or shrink to zero size and the scale of SUSY breaking is small compared
to (some of) the moduli masses. This suggests that our argument for the appearance
of the tachyons should again hold in this model, which we will indeed confirm below.
10 Due to the scale invariance of the supergravity equations, it is often possible to rescale a given solution
such that one obtains a large volume/weak coupling solution from a small volume/strong coupling one.
However, this procedure typically involves a rescaling of the tension and the charges of the localized
sources, which is problematic in the presence of O-planes if flux/charge quantization is imposed. Since
O-planes cannot be stacked, increasing their number is not possible without changing the internal
geometry.
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Let us finally note that it should in principle be possible in this model to compute an
analytic (family of) dS solution(s) order by order in a small SUSY-breaking parameter
, analogous to what we did in Section 2. Unfortunately, we did not succeed in doing so
since the computation becomes very expensive already at the first few orders due to the
much more complicated equations of motion. We therefore use the numerical solution of
[43] in the following, which is sufficient for our purpose.
3.3 Scalar Potential
Let us now again derive the 4D scalar potential. As in the previous section, we first
introduce a dilaton modulus τ and metric moduli σi by redefining
eφ → τeφ, gab → σ1gab, g33 → σ3g33, g44 → σ4g44,
g55 → σ5g55, g66 → σ6g66, gµν → gµν
vol6(σi)
, (3.26)
where a, b = 1, 2 and vol6(σi) = σ1
√
σ3σ4σ5σ6
∫
d6x
√
g6. Note that, for simplicity, we do
not consider all possible deformations of the 2D subspace along 12 where the metric is
not diagonal. Instead, we only introduced an overall rescaling mode σ1 for these metric
components. One can check that the real component of the sgoldstino points almost
exclusively into the (τ, σi) subspace of the full moduli space such that these moduli are
sufficient for our argument. The rescaling of the external metric gµν is again required
in order to end up in 4D Einstein frame. Furthermore, our conventions are again such
that τ = σi = 1 at the critical point and, hence, gMN and φ in the following expressions
denote the on-shell values of the metric and the dilaton. Finally, we will not explicitly
consider the dependence of the scalar potential on the axions since those are not relevant
for the tachyon and can be put on-shell.
Dimensionally reducing the 10D action and using the above definitions, we obtain the
4D effective action
S ⊃
∫
d4x
√−g4
[
R(4) + Lkin(τ, σi)− V (τ, σi)
]
(3.27)
with the kinetic terms
Lkin(τ, σi) = −1
2
(∂τ)2
τ 2
− (∂σ1)
2
σ21
− 3
8
(∂σ3)
2
σ23
− 3
8
(∂σ4)
2
σ24
− 3
8
(∂σ5)
2
σ25
− 3
8
(∂σ6)
2
σ26
− 1
2
(∂σ1)(∂σ3)
σ1σ3
− 1
2
(∂σ1)(∂σ4)
σ1σ4
− 1
2
(∂σ1)(∂σ5)
σ1σ5
− 1
2
(∂σ1)(∂σ6)
σ1σ6
− 1
4
(∂σ3)(∂σ4)
σ3σ4
− 1
4
(∂σ3)(∂σ5)
σ3σ5
− 1
4
(∂σ3)(∂σ6)
σ3σ6
− 1
4
(∂σ4)(∂σ5)
σ4σ5
− 1
4
(∂σ4)(∂σ6)
σ4σ6
− 1
4
(∂σ5)(∂σ6)
σ5σ6
(3.28)
and the scalar potential
V (τ, σi) =
1
vol6(σi)
[
VR(σi) +
τ
σ1σ3σ6
V31 +
τ
σ1σ4σ5
V32 +
1
τσ1σ3σ4
V33 +
1
τσ1σ5σ6
V34
+
τ 2
σ1
V1 +
√
τ
σ1
√
σ5σ6
V51 +
√
τ
σ1
√
σ3σ4
V52 +
τ√
σ4σ6
V71 +
τ√
σ3σ5
V72
]
, (3.29)
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where we set 2κ210 = 1 for convenience and defined
VR(σi) = −R(6)(σi), V31 = 1
2
eφ|F (136)3 + F (236)3 |2, V32 =
1
2
eφ|F (145)3 + F (245)3 |2,
V33 =
1
2
e−φ|H(134) +H(234)|2, V34 = 1
2
e−φ|H(156) +H(256)|2, V1 = 1
2
e2φ|F1|2,
V51 =
eφ/2µ
(34)
5√
(det gab)g55g66
, V52 =
eφ/2µ
(56)
5√
(det gab)g33g44
, V71 =
eφµ
(1235)
7√
g44g66
, V72 =
eφµ
(1246)
7√
g33g55
.
(3.30)
Our conventions are such that µ5 > 0, µ7 > 0 for net D-brane tension and µ5 < 0, µ7 < 0
for net O-plane tension.
The Ka¨hler potential and the superpotential are [43]
K = − ln [(T + T¯ )(t1 + t¯1)(t2 + t¯2)]
− ln
[
− 1
16
(z1 + z¯1)(z2 + z¯2)(w1 + w¯1)(w2 + w¯2)
]
, (3.31)
W = − i
2
[f31(−t1 + it2T ) + f32(−t2 + it1T )− im2t1t2 −m1t1t2T + it1z2 + it2z1
−t1z1T − t2z2T − iw1T − w2] , (3.32)
where the complex moduli are defined as
T = x+ iy, t1 = k1 + ib1, t2 = k2 + ib2, w1 = v1 + ic41, w2 = v2 + ic42,
z1 = u1 + ic21, z2 = u2 + ic22 (3.33)
and the axions and flux parameters are related to our parameters as follows:
c41 = m1b1b2 − b1c1 − b2c2 − b2f1 − b1f2, c42 = −m2b1b2 − b2c1 − b1c2 + b1f1 + b2f2,
c21 = c1 +
1
2
(m2b1 −m1b2), c22 = c2 − 1
2
(m1b1 −m2b2),
f31 = −f1 + 1
2
(m1b1 +m2b2), f32 = −f2 + 1
2
(m2b1 +m1b2). (3.34)
One can check that, using these relations, the F-term scalar potential agrees with the
scalar potential obtained from the dimensional reduction.
3.4 Tachyon
We will now show that the dS solution (3.24) has a tachyon α in the (τ, σi) space which is
close to, but not completely aligned with the sgoldstino. The reason for this behavior is
the same as in the type IIA model: due to the large hierarchy in the metric (3.25), the dS
critical point is close to a singular SUSY point in moduli space such that the sgoldstino
and nearby directions are the most dangerous region in the moduli space. Mixing effects
in the mass matrix between the sgoldstino and the orthogonal modes then cause the
tachyon to slightly rotate away from the sgoldstino.
We define α as a simultaneous excitation of the moduli,
τ = αt, σi = α
siβi, (3.35)
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where t, si are numbers whose values determine the direction of the α modulus inside the
(τ, σi) hyperplane. We again parametrize this direction by a vector
(t, s1, s3, s4, s5, s6) , (3.36)
whose normalization is fixed by demanding that α is canonically normalized for small
fluctuations around the critical point.
One verifies that the contributions to the F-term scalar potential are
eKgi¯DiWD¯W = 34338.8, −3eK |W |2 = −34310.7. (3.37)
Since neither the individual terms nor their sum is small in absolute numbers, one might
wonder in which sense the dS critical point is close to a SUSY Minkowski point. However,
we will see below that the claim is true in the sense that the sgoldstino mass is small
compared to the masses of (some of) the orthogonal moduli.
Using (3.31) and (3.32), we find that the sgoldstino direction is
(0.27,−0.43, 0.15, 0.14,−0.44,−0.43) (3.38)
with
m2φ = 7.6 · 102, (3.39)
where we have rounded to 2 significant digits. Hence, the sgoldstino itself is stable. The
tachyon, on the other hand, is given by
(0.12,−0.62,−0.0062, 0.11,−0.24,−0.12) (3.40)
with
m2α = −1.3 · 102. (3.41)
At first sight, it does not look as if the tachyon is closely related to the sgoldstino.
However, their relation becomes evident by going to a different field basis. Let us go to
a basis in which the six moduli are given by the sgoldstino and five orthogonal modes,
where we take all moduli to be canonically normalized and rotate the orthogonal fields
such that their mass submatrix is diagonalized. The full mass matrix is then
Vij =

7.6·102 4.5·103 2.8·102 −1.3·104 −34 2.9·104
4.5·103 3.3·105 0 0 0 0
2.8·102 0 6.2·102 0 0 0
−1.3·104 0 0 2.1·106 0 0
−34 0 0 0 1.4·102 0
2.9·104 0 0 0 0 1.3·106
 , (3.42)
where the first row contains the sgoldstino mass term m2φ and the off-diagonal components
Vφj. In the new basis, the sgoldstino thus corresponds to the vector (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). We
also observe that three of the orthogonal moduli have very large masses of the order
O(105−106), while the other two are rather light. The tachyon is given by the eigenvector
for the smallest eigenvalue of (3.42), which yields
(0.93,−0.013,−0.35, 0.0059, 0.11,−0.021) . (3.43)
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Hence, as claimed, the tachyon predominantly points into the sgoldstino direction but is
also rotated slightly into the directions of the orthogonal moduli. One observes that its
components along the three heavy directions are extremely small while the mixing with
the lighter moduli is stronger. In view of our discussion around (2.60), this is precisely
what we should have expected. Recall that there we found that the deviation between
the tachyon and the sgoldstino is suppressed by the mass scale of the moduli with which
the sgoldstino mixes.
Finally, let us address the observation of [61] that, in the class of type IIA models
they considered, the ubiquitous tachyons always lie in the moduli subspace spanned by
the dilaton, the 6D volume and the O-plane volumes. To this end, we consider the basis
ρ1 = σ
2
1σ3σ5, ρ2 = σ
2
1σ4σ6, ρ3 = σ3σ4, ρ4 = σ5σ6, ρ5 =
σ3σ6
σ4σ5
. (3.44)
Here, ρ1 and ρ2 are the volume moduli of the O7-planes, ρ3 and ρ4 are the volume moduli
of the O5-planes, and ρ5 is an orthogonal mode whose excitation does not change any O-
plane volumes. Note that vol6 ∼ (ρ1ρ2ρ3ρ4)1/4 such that we could make a basis change and
trade one of the O-plane volumes for the 6D volume. It is now straightforward to check
that the conjecture of [61] is indeed true in this model. A simple example for a direction
with a negative minor at the critical point (3.24) is σ1, which has m
2
σ1
= −1.5 · 102. In
the above basis, it is given by σ1 = (ρ1ρ2/ρ3ρ4)
1/4 and, hence, indeed a combination of
the O-plane volumes. It is not clear to us whether this is a coincidence at this dS critical
point or whether there is a deeper reason for this. In any case, it certainly shows that
the idea of [61] can be useful to detect instabilities beyond the class of models considered
there.
4 Conclusions
In this note, we gave a simple explanation for the fact that the classical dS extrema
known in the literature are unstable, employing a combination of 10D and 4D reasoning.
From the 10D perspective, we argued that a key to understand the tachyons is the
well-known fact that classical dS vacua require a negatively curved internal space. The
group spaces on which the models we considered are compactified can only accommodate
this requirement if the internal metric is strongly deformed, which drives all dS critical
points close to a singular point in moduli space at which the SUSY breaking scale is
small compared to the moduli masses. The instabilities can then be understood from the
perspective of 4D supergravity. In [59], the important observation was made that the
stability of a dS solution is determined by the sgoldstino mass m2φ if the superpotential
can be tuned such that all other moduli masses are large compared to the SUSY breaking
scale. Our explicit analysis shows that in general also the off-diagonal terms Vφj in the
mass matrix are crucial for stability. In particular, the tachyons at the classical dS
extrema known in the literature do typically not align with the sgoldstino because the
Vφj are not small in these models. Generalizing the sgoldstino no-go theorem to models
with non-diagonal mass matrices thus leads to the prediction that tachyons should be
expected close to but not exactly aligned with the sgoldstino direction. Assuming large
masses of the orthogonal moduli, a sufficient criterion for stability is that the sgoldstino
itself is stable, m2φ > 0, and that the off-diagonal terms Vφj are small or absent. We stress
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that this observation is not tied to the context of classical dS vacua but may be a useful
stability criterion for dS vacua in string theory and supergravity in general.
Our results are consistent with the earlier meta-stability analyses [59, 61] and go
beyond them in several ways. First, we were able to analytically identify the ubiqui-
tous tachyons in the type IIA solutions we considered and give a satisfactory, general
explanation for their appearance. We stress that our argument holds for dS solutions
with finite curvature, whereas previous analytic results in [61] applied to the limit in-
finitesimally close to a Minkowski point. Second, we expect that our arguments are
model-independent since no reference to a special set of ingredients is made to explain
the origin of the tachyons. We verified this by succesfully identifying the tachyon in a
model in type IIB for which no explanation had been available before. It would be in-
teresting to check explicitly whether our argument also works for other examples, e.g., in
[41, 56]. Although we believe that the “fundamental” explanation for the tachyons is the
sgoldstino argument, it is interesting that we also found that the tachyon in the type IIB
model lies in the moduli subspace spanned by the O5/O7-plane volumes. This confirms
that the O-plane volume moduli advertized in [61] can serve as useful proxies to check
for tachyons also in type IIB compactifications. It would be interesting to see whether
the two viewpoints are related more generally in string compactifications.
The most interesting question is obviously what lessons can be learned from our
insights, i.e., how to evade the appearance of tachyons in future searches for dS vacua.
It is important to stress that our arguments do not exclude that stable solutions with a
positive cosmological constant or solutions admitting slow-roll inflation with sufficiently
many e-folds are still hiding somewhere in the classical landscape of type II string theory.
The claim is rather that, if any tachyons are present in a given model, they should be
expected to appear in the vicinity of the sgoldstino.
An obvious way to get around the constraints we found is to add additional ingredi-
ents to the setups such that more terms appear in the scalar potential. This may then
relieve the tension between having a positive vacuum energy and a positive definite mass
matrix. It is known, for example, that turning on non-geometric fluxes facilitates moduli
stabilization [25–32]. Other examples of possible extra ingredients are less conventional
branes, perturbative or non-perturbative quantum corrections or terms from supercritical
string theory [51–53]. While considering such ingredients is certainly a legitimate strat-
egy, they inevitably make the constructions more complicated. Furthermore, some of
the more “exotic” ingredients (such as non-geometric fluxes and certain types of branes)
are not yet sufficiently well understood, which makes it less clear how to keep the cor-
responding solutions under control. Some of the appeal of the original idea of classical
dS vacua would therefore be lost. For future work, it would therefore be interesting to
determine the minimally required ingredients in string compactifications to guarantee
meta-stability. Our analysis has shown that the crucial objects to consider for such a
task are m2φ and Vφj.
In view of our results, one might also ask whether meta-stability could be easier to
achieve in compactifications in which the internal space is negatively curved without any
strong metric deformations. For SU(3) structure compactifications with O6-planes in
type IIA, an extensive scan of models on group and coset spaces was carried out in [56].
Surprisingly, the authors found that nilmanifolds, which are necessarily negatively curved
(and, hence, do not require any strong metric deformations), do not admit any dS critical
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points in these models. This may point towards the existence of a no-go theorem involving
both slow-roll parameters such that at least one of the two is always incompatible with
dS vacua. It would be interesting to check whether such issues can be avoided in other
classes of models. It would also be interesting to consider internal spaces which are not
groups or cosets and see whether they can evade the appearance of tachyons. Finally,
it would be interesting to explore possible connections of our results to [21, 22], where
sufficient conditions for meta-stability were found in the context of no-scale models in 4D
N = 1 supergravity. We hope to come back to these questions in future work.
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A A no-go theorem against classical dS vacua?
Here, we review a no-go theorem formulated in [54], where it was argued that dS solutions
are excluded in type IIB string theory at the classical level. In order to show that, the
authors of [54] analyze the 10D Einstein equations and make use of the fact that the
negative tension of the O-planes is localized to a certain submanifold of the internal
space. Their arguments therefore only apply to solutions with localized O-planes but
not to smeared solutions. However, as we will explain below, the theorem can also be
evaded in the presence of localized O-planes. It is therefore not a serious obstacle to the
construction of classical dS vacua.
We consider a compactification of type IIB supergravity with the usual RR and NSNS
field strengths as well as (anti-)Dp-branes and (anti-)Op-planes of arbitrary dimension
p ≥ 3. The 10D spacetime is taken to be the warped product of a 4D external spacetime
and a 6D compact space,
ds210 = e
2Ag˜µνdx
µdxν + ds26. (A.1)
The trace of the external components of the Einstein equations then takes the form
R(4) =
1
4
(T µµ − Tmm )bulk +
1
4
(T µµ − Tmm )loc, (A.2)
where we have set 2κ210 = 1. Furthermore, T
bulk
MN denotes the stress tensor associated
to the bulk fields and T locMN the one containing the localized sources. One can show that
(T µµ−Tmm )bulk is always negative, whereas (T µµ−Tmm )loc is negative for (anti-)Dp-branes but
positive for (anti-)Op-planes. Integrating the above equation over the compact space, one
therefore concludes that neither Minkowski nor dS solutions are possible in the absence
of O-planes. This is essentially the Maldacena-Nun˜ez no-go theorem [4].
In [54], (A.2) is instead considered pointwise in the internal space. Evaluating it away
from the positions of the O-planes, one then observes that their negative tension does not
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contribute to the stress-energy. The right-hand side is therefore manifestly negative and,
hence, R(4) < 0. The authors of [54] take this to conclude that there are no classical dS
vacua in type IIB string theory if the spacetime is a direct product, i.e., in the absence
of warping. However, flux backgrounds with localized sources are generically warped
(except in the special case where all tadpoles are cancelled locally). Moreover, warping
corrections to the equations of motion are large everywhere on the internal space in such
compactifications, as was first pointed out in [80] and later verified for explicit examples
in [81].11
In order to determine the 4D vacuum energy, we have to compute the external Ricci
scalar in 4D Einstein frame. In a warped background, the relevant object to consider
is then not R(4) but (up to a constant volume factor) the Ricci scalar of the unwarped
external metric R˜(4), where
R(4) = e−2AR˜(4) − e−4A∇2e4A. (A.3)
Substituting this into (A.2), we find that the sign of R˜(4) is undetermined for a general
matter content and depends on the sign and magnitude of the warping term. The sign
of R(4), on the other hand, is not related to the sign of the cosmological constant un-
less warping effects are negligible. Hence, the Einstein equations are not sufficient to
exclude classical dS vacua in the presence of localized O-planes. If one instead considers
a solution with smeared sources, there is usually no warping. In that case, however, the
negative tension of the O-planes contributes everywhere on the compact space such that
dS solutions are again not excluded by the Einstein equations.
In order to address warping effects, a second argument is presented in [54], which again
makes use of the Einstein equations. Instead of considering (A.2) pointwise in the internal
space, the authors propose to integrate the equation over the internal manifold up to a
boundary which they choose such that the locations of the O-planes are not contained in
the integrated region. Let us denote the integrated region by M1, the excluded region
containing the O-planes byM2 and the boundary between the two regions by ∂M. One
then finds∫
M1
d6x
√
g6 e
2AR˜(4) = −
∮
∂M
?6de
4A +
∫
M1
d6x
√
g6
1
4
e4A
[
(T µµ − Tmm )bulk + (T µµ − Tmm )branes
]
.
(A.4)
It is then pointed out in [54] that, assuming the boundary term on the right-hand side is
zero, one has R˜(4) < 0 since both the bulk contribution and the (anti-)brane contribution
to the right-hand side are negative. However, the boundary term is in general not zero
but can become positive if the O-planes that sit inside of the excluded region carry enough
negative tension.12 It is straightforward to verify this by looking at explicit examples of
flux compactifications with localized O-planes such as those in [83], which indeed yields
−
∮
∂M
?6de
4A > 0. (A.5)
11 By “large” we mean here that the warping terms are nowhere subleading compared to the other terms
in the 10D equations of motion. A detailed discussion of this point can also be found in Section 2.4.2
of [82].
12 This was also pointed out in the revised version of [54].
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In the solutions of [83], the value of the boundary term is such that it exactly cancels
the negative second term on the right-hand side of (A.4). Hence, the solutions describe
Minkowski vacua, R˜(4) = 0. For a general solution, however, the magnitude of the
boundary term is a priori undetermined and, hence, R˜(4) can in general be positive, zero
or negative.
It is furthermore argued in [54] that, in order to resolve the O-plane singularities,
string corrections are necessarily large such that classical dS vacua are not under control
in the presence of O-planes. However, in the usual limit of large volume and small string
coupling, these corrections are expected to be suppressed everywhere except very close
to the sources such that their contribution to the 4D vacuum energy is negligible, as
utilized in basically every moduli stabilization scenario. We therefore conclude that the
no-go theorem of [54] does not pose stronger restrictions on the existence of Minkowski
and dS vacua than the theorem of [4]: in order to obtain Minkowski or dS solutions
at the classical level, O-planes are required to be present. We should stress that this
is only a necessary condition and does of course not guarantee that classical dS vacua
must exist. As we discussed in this paper, there are several open problems related to
this question such that the explicit construction of such solutions remains a challenge for
future research.
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